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Executive Summary
Customer adoption of mobile financial services (MFS) is increasing rapidly. In many cases, these are now some of the most 
popular services available via a mobile device. It is therefore only to be expected that these services, together with the 
mobile platforms that deliver them, will attract ever greater attention by criminals. The increase in adoption, together with 
the possible financial gain is proving to be an attractive draw for fraudsters everywhere. 

Financial Institutions wishing to offer MFS are facing an increasingly complex mobile ecosystem. They need to develop 
applications for multiple (versions of) operating systems and many flavours of mobile devices. In addition, they need to 
acquire specialist knowledge about the wide variety of security threats if they are to implement proper risk mitigation 
measures, all the while maintaining a delicate balance between user convenience and security.

Threats to the mobile device cannot be considered in isolation. A modern smart phone is only the "user facing component" 
of a much wider ecosystem of app stores, services and content providers. This interconnectivity exposes both the mobile 
device and its applications to increased risks.

The architecture of the mobile device operating system leads to specific security threats. Particularly, Android stands out 
from the others (Apple iOS, Windows Phone) in that it is dependent on a Java "virtual machine" to run native applications 
coded in Java. This is necessary due to the open nature of Android, requiring applications to be run on different hardware 
platforms.

This report, the first of two parts, uses a standardised risk management approach to provide financial institutions with an 
overview of risk management in MFS, relative to the mobile device environment. To assist with risk evaluation it describes 
the identified threats and classifies them into twelve categories. An analysis of the risk level is then provided for each 
category based upon likelihood of its occurrence together with its anticipated impact. 

The report contends that one of the highest risks still resides with the end user, the customer. Techniques that target the 
person rather than the device, such as social engineering and phishing, are often used by criminals to gain (sensitive) 
information that enables subsequent attacks to be launched, leading to fraud. Impersonation of the customer during the 
registration for or installation of a mobile financial service or during the mobile financial service transaction itself is also 
highlighted and examined. 

Mobey Forum is now developing a second accompanying report, providing guidance to financial institutions on mitigation 
measures and best practices to reduce the risks identified.



1. 
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Background

As users increasingly adopt mobile platforms for 
their financial services, financial institutions face new 
challenges in their security and risk policies. Customers 
now expect to use their mobile device for all interactions 
with their financial institution, including payments and 
transactions, in a similar way to ‘traditional’ e-banking or 
the usage of cards at a point of sale (POS). At the same time, 
customers require their mobile financial experience to be 
as convenient and user friendly as all the other mobile 
services they consume. MFS providers that offer low 
friction authentication methods report dramatic growth 
usage figures. Unsurprisingly, MFS that insist on deploying 
strong authentication with bulky hardware tokens elicit far 
slower uptake. 

Clearly, MFS providers need to find the right balance 
between user convenience and risk mitigation. This is no 
simple task. They must work in an increasingly complex 
mobile ecosystem, developing applications for multiple 
(versions of) operating systems, and many flavours of 
mobile devices. It is also to be expected that criminals will 
more frequently target these mobile platforms, and MFS 
in particular. In this fast developing, dynamic environment, 
many MFS providers face a gap in knowledge about the 
actual security threats, and the possible ways to mitigate 
the related risks. The mobile security market remains 
immature; multiple sources report that the majority of 
mobile apps have security issues (including those of 
financial institutions). 1

Mobile Financial Services

MFS refer to conventional financial services such as 
payments, banking, remittances etc., provided by 
institutions to customers via their mobile device. Mobile 
devices also offer new opportunities for MFS providers, 
such as the delivery of value added services, or the ability 
to engage with customers in new and different ways.

Mobile payments are defined as payments that are enabled 
by a mobile device using a payment instrument (e.g., card 
payment, credit transfer) and infrastructures (e.g., card 
networks, clearing houses). Two main categories are hereby 
distinguished: mobile proximity payments, including 
mobile contactless, and mobile remote payments. Mobile 
proximity payments are mobile payments whereby the 
consumer and the merchant (and/or their equipment) 
are in the same location and where the communication 

1  See for instance:

http://blog.ioactive.com/2015/12/by-ariel-sanchez-two-years-ago-idecided.
html?m=1
http://ibm.co/1F595xW 
http://www.kaspersky.com/about/news/virus/2015/Quarter-of-Users-Do-Not-
Understand-the-Risks- of-Mobile-Cyberthreats
http://www.technewsworld.com/story/79458.html
https://www.hotforsecurity.com/blog/ios-vulnerability-allows-remote-code-
execution-triggered-by-image-files-16111.html

between the mobile device and the POI device takes place 
through a proximity technology (e.g., contactless including 
NFC, 2D barcodes, BLE, etc.). Mobile remote payments are 
mobile payments whereby the transaction is conducted 
over a mobile communication network and which can be 
made independently from the payee’s location (and/or 
their equipment).

For any MFS, basically two phases may be distinguished: 
the provisioning and lifecycle management of the MFS 
and the MFS transaction phase itself. Both phases will 
be considered in the risk assessment described in this 
document.

MFS Ecosystem

The usage of mobile devices for financial services and the 
technological evolution of mobile devices have introduced 
new and noteworthy stakeholders into the financial 
ecosystem, including:

• The mobile device manufacturer;

• The mobile application developers who need to 
design and harden the mobile service application for 
hostile devices;

• The app stores;

• The MNOs which are responsible for securely routing 
messages, operating the mobile network and issuing 
and recycling mobile phone numbers (which is 
important when the mobile numbers are used as an 
alias);

• The manufacturers of any secure environment 
components (e.g. SE manufacturers);

• The secure environment provider, e.g. for a secure 
element it may be a financial institution (typically 
when the SE is a removable secure SD card inserted in 
the mobile device), MNO (typically when the SE is an 
UICC) or mobile device manufacturers (typically when 
the SE is embedded in the mobile device);

• The TSMs which are TTPs acting on behalf of the secure 
environment providers and/or the MFS providers to 
perform the provisioning and management of the 
applications. To facilitate an open ecosystem several 
TSMs may co-exist offering mutually-competing 
services to both the secure environment provider and 
the MFS provider.

References, terminology & abbreviations

A variety of reference sources and documents have been 
used by the Risk Mitigation Workgroup in the creation of 
this report. Readers wishing to familiarise themselves with 
these can find a bibliography in Appendix A. 

In order to promote clarity and understanding during 
consumption of this report, readers may also wish to consult 
Appendices B and C, which contain lists of abbreviations 
and commonly used terms, together with their definitions. 
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This report, the first of two parts, uses a standardised risk management approach to provide financial institutions 
with an overview of risk management in MFS, relative to the mobile device environment. The mobile device is 
considered as a customer device that initiates or receives mobile financial services.

This document is dedicated to risk evaluation. It describes the threats at the customer, mobile device, 
application, communication and service infrastructure levels. Subsequently, a dedicated section is devoted to a 
risk assessment based on these threats in order to determine the type and gravity of the risks that the financial 
services are exposed to in the mobile environment. 

This document will be followed by a further part providing a description of mitigating measures that can be 
deployed to reduce the risks mentioned, together with further guidance on best practices.

A risk-based approach is the basis for the conception of a sound security framework since it not only identifies the 
selected controls but also demonstrates the relationship between the risks evaluated (through the risk analysis 
process) and the controls and measures selected by the risk treatment process.

The document is based on the information security risk management process that is specified in ISO/IEC 27005 
(see [5]), of which a high level overview is given in Appendix D. 



3. 
MFS system 
architecture
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To provide a thorough and clear overview of risk identification and analysis, it is  important to first explore 
the overall architecture of a MFS, together with the key points of vulnerability in popular mobile device 
operating systems.



3.1 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
In a MFS system, two high-level phases can be distinguished: 
the MFS provisioning and life cycle management, and the 
MFS itself (e.g. a payment transaction). 

In order to conduct a MFS, the appropriate application 
and/or credentials need to be accessed or entered 
depending on the actual implementation. This may 
require the pre-installation of one or more applications 
on the mobile device, the so-called provisioning.  In 
order to do so, the mobile device communicates with a 
‘Provisioning / Personalisation Server’ that is connected 
to a personalisation backend. This allows the MFS Issuer to 
install the appropriate application(s). During the lifetime of 
the MFS service, further application management may be 
required including for example risk parameter updates, de-
activation, etc.. Applications on the mobile device might 
be stored on Secure Elements (e.g. UICC, embedded chip 
or secure micro SD), see [6] and [7]) or on the baseband(see 
[8]). In any case, dedicated processes need to be defined 
for the provisioning and management of the applications.

During the MFS interaction, the mobile device 
communicates with the merchant’s ‘acceptance 
environment’ which may be a physical POI terminal using 
a proximity technology (such as NFC, Bluetooth, etc.), a 
dedicated website with a payment page using a mobile 
browser or via a dedicated app. The merchant’s acceptance 
environment also communicates with the payment 
system network via a so-called ‘payment gateway’ for the 
authorisation and clearance of the transaction. 

The main logical components of a MFS system architecture 
and their interfaces are illustrated in the figure below.

 

Figure 1 – MFS system architecture 

3.2 MOBILE DEVICE ARCHITECTURE

It is impossible to consider a modern device in isolation; it 
is the user facing component of a much wider ecosystem 
of app stores, services and content providers. It is this 
connected nature that exposes the mobile device and its 
applications to risk. 

In terms of MFS, it is the MFS application running on the 
mobile device that manages the communication to the 
MFS provider and that may hold sensitive user data. 
Therefore, it is this part of the ecosystem that should be 
focused on when it comes to mitigating risk.

• A mobile device has the following main components:

• A Baseband with the operating system and an 
Application Environment in which applications may 
be loaded and run. This application environment will 
host “User Interface” applications that allow for the 
communication between an MFS application and the 
user.

• A User Interface that displays necessary information 
and provides the input mechanism for user 
interactions.

• A Network Stack (standard networking protocols or 
application-specific protocols built on top of standard 
internet access protocols) which provides network 
connectivity for the Application Environment and for 
provisioning, personalization and operation of MFS 
applications.

• Depending on the actual implementation of the MFS 
service, the mobile device might need to have:

• One (or more) Secure Element(s) which may host one 
or more MFS applications,

• An NFC Controller that provides contactless 
capabilities. 

Looking to the market today, there are two dominant 
mobile operating systems: Google’s Android and Apple’s 
iOS. Superficially they seem to have much in common but 
internally their designs are very different.

It is easy to forget that there are mobile platforms other 
than Android and iOS – even Blackberry has recently 
started to produce Android based devices. Mircosoft’s 
Windows Phone is the biggest challenger to the duopoly; 
though it has a market share of under 5% globally, there 
are some countries where it has made greater impact. 
Given the dominance of Android and iOS, this section 
will concentrate on them, though Windows’ noticeable 
differences will be highlighted.

mobeyforum@mobeyforum.org www.mobeyforum.org 9



From the figure above it can be derived that the main 
difference with the Android architecture is that it includes 
a Java virtual machine (this was “Dalvik” in earlier versions 
of Android and “ART”  in more recent ones). The virtual 
machine is both a blessing and a curse. It makes it easier 
to develop applications but reduces the security of those 
applications.

A virtual machine separates the application from the 
underlying hardware. In the Java case, this means that 
application source code (written in the Java programming 
language) is compiled into bytecode. Bytecode is an 
intermediator format that the application developer 
supplies to the user (packaged up as an application). The 
virtual machine on the device understands the bytecode 
and converts it into native commands that can be run on 
the underlying hardware at the point the user runs the 
application.

This contrasts to native application development, which 
compiles the source code into commands that can be run 
directly on the underlying hardware.

A Java virtual machine offers two main advantages:

1. To maximise the number of available applications. 
Google offered the “developer community” the 
usage of one of the most widely used programming 

languages - Java. Java is a high level language that 
needs a virtual machine. 

2. Developers write their code following the rules given 
by the virtual machine instead of taking hardware 
differences between different mobile deviceryes. This 
means that:

a. The developer can “write once and run anywhere” 
without having to take different manufacturers or 
new hardware developments into account.

b. Mobile device manufacturers, can improve their 
hardware without forcing developers to update their 
app(s).

Its major disadvantage, however, is that it reduces 
the security of the applications. Effectively Android 
applications are intended to be tampered with prior to 
running (converting from bytecode to native commands). 
This makes it very difficult to determine malicious 
tampering from intended tampering, making it an ideal 
environment in which to stage a cyber-attack. 

It is also worth mentioning that the most common way 
to attack Android is to find vulnerabilities that make it 
possible to escalate privileges. In operating systems based 
on Unix the highest user privilege is to have root access.

Figure 2 – Mobile device operating systems
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ROOTING

All modern ‘consumer’ operating systems provide a degree 
of sandboxing. These sandboxes are designed to provide 
some isolation for each application’s execution and data, 
and to stop users from begin able to see each other’s data. 
The trouble with these sandboxes (and other OS provided 
protections) is that they are easily broken down. The most 
common way of doing this is to gain acess to some sort 
of administrator mode – a mode with escalated privileges 
that allows the user or the application access to all the 
device resources and data. 

Additionally, trusting the mobile operating system’s 
sandbox architecture is not enough. Application providers 
doing so would make themselves completely dependent 
on the mobile device system’s security architecture.

Root access is a highly favourable for an attacker. In 
Unix/Linux based operating systems like Android and 
iOS, escalated privileges are gained through root access. 
The process to gain root access to an iOS device is often 
referred to as ‘jailbreaking’.

There is a common misunderstanding that Android devices 
must be rooted before they can be attacked. However, 
this is not true.2 If an app through a vulnerability is able 
to “Set User ID to ROOT” (SUID Root, a Linux command) 
the app is able to run with root privileges for the time it 
runs. Afterwards no trace of rooting can be found. Another 
common misunderstanding is that rooting/ jailbreaking is 
necessary to attack an app. This is obviously not the case as 
it is possible to download malicious applications both for 
Android and iOS based mobile devices (using enterprise 
app store certificates from Apple).

Signing of operating system modules

In iOS, all operating system modules are signed by Apple 
– which makes it easier to check if someone has changed 
the code. In Android, very little of the code is signed and 
the few modules that are signed are not signed by Google, 
but by the app issuer. What Android does is to check if the 
signed code of an update is signed with the same key as 
the previous version – it cannot find out if the code comes 
from a legitimate issuer in the first place.

Frameworks / Libraries / APIs

A framework or software library and associated APIs is a 
set of tools that the app developer can use to access the 
different functions and operations needed in the app. 
These could either come from the mobile platform, be 
common components that the app developer uses in 
multiple applications or from a third party. The benefit of 

2 See for instance http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities-
--threats/users-no-longer-need-to-jailbreak-apple-ios-to-load-rogue-
apps/d/d-id/1323726?_mc=sm_dr&hootPostID=5cc938f5b649d278486e
a44dcefe823e 

using a framework is that the developer does not need to 
spend a lot of time to rebuild existing functionality. A call 
to a framework saves a lot of time for the developer.

Almost any software operation can potentially be bundled 
as a framework. Common examples include:

• User Interface elements like buttons and text input 
fields

• WebViews

• Google Maps API

• HAL - Hardware Abstraction Layer (hides hardware 
differences, different hardware looks the same 
through the HAL)

• Samsung Fingerprint reader

• Access to services

As the framework is an integral part of the app and very 
standardized across large quantities of devices, frameworks 
are attractive targets for malware producers that wants to 
build malware that can be used in large scale attacks.

System libraries

Conceptually, system libraries serve the same purpose as 
the frameworks, but the functions delivered through them 
are executed at a lower level. The system libraries interact 
directly with the OS while the application libraries normally 
interact with the system libraries. Since these system 
libraries are executed at a lower level, it is very important 
to have them correctly implemented to guarantee their 
functionality, performance and security.

Services

The services are system functions that are always active 
and ready to be used by the app. The key differentiator 
is that they run independent of the applications, in 
the background. Examples includes messaging, status 
information (is the device locked?, is the app on top?) time/
date, contact list etc. Normally the developer has access to 
the services via the frameworks.

Kernel

The kernel is, as the name suggests, the core operating 
system. It communicates with the underlying hardware, 
handles memory usage, communication, file access 
etc. The kernel is usually loaded into a protected area of 
memory, which prevents it from being overwritten by 
other, less frequently used parts of the operating system 
or by applications.

mobeyforum@mobeyforum.org www.mobeyforum.org 11
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4.1 SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES
The risk assessment on MFS in this section will be focused on the mobile device environment, namely:

• The mobile device consisting of hardware, firmware and software

• Its different communication channels

• The customer (as the user of the mobile device) 

• The MFS provider’s infrastructure used for the life cycle management of the MFS

• The MFS transaction processing and the fraud and transaction monitoring. 

4.2 ASSETS

Table 1: Assets

4.3 THREATS
This section provides an overview of the main threats related to MFS that are derived from a threats mind map which may 
be found in Appendix E and which have been categorised according to the different areas presented in the figure below

Asset Description

Personal data
Data that characterises the customer in their individuality or that may 
be used as security credentials that shall not be disclosed to external 
parties other than when explicitly permitted.

Business data
Data related or supporting the business of a party whose disclosure 
could constitute an advantage to its competitors or violate regulations 
(e.g., privacy requirements).

Reputation Intangible and subjective global evaluation about a party as being a 
trustful, reliable and credible organization.

Service Continuous availability and reliability of a service.

Funds Monetary values deposited on accounts.

Figure 3 – Overview Threats MFS  

mobeyforum@mobeyforum.org www.mobeyforum.org 13



4.3.1 CUSTOMER LEVEL
Customer impersonation (T1)

Customer impersonation occurs when an attacker poses as 
the customer. Impersonation of the customer may happen 
during the registration for, or installation of, the MFS service 
or during the MFS transaction.

Social engineering and phishing

Social engineering is a non-technical method that normally 
relies on user interaction and often tricks people to break 
normal security procedures in order to disclose confidential 
information or create a channel that an attacker can get 
access to.3

Some examples of this technique are the typical email that 
tricks the victim to click on a malicious link that explores 
some vulnerability on the system, or presents a clone of 
the banking web site misleading the victim to enter his 
credentials.4

Phishing attacks can also be performed through phone 
calls (vishing – Voice phishing) or SMS (smishing – SMS 
phishing). Some vishing attacks instruct the victim to enter 
some commands on the computer to ‘avoid being infected 
by a virus’ but is actually creating a channel for the attacker 
or installing a virus.

It should further be noted that social engineering and 
phishing are very often employed as a first step to launch 
other specific attacks. As an example, phishing plays a key 
role in carrying out targeted digital attacks. Some users are 
not able to recognise phishing e-mails. As a consequence, 
phishing continues to be a low-threshold and effective 
method for attackers. Phishing is also sometimes linked 
to the distribution of malware, which may, for example, be 
activated when victims are intentionally misdirected to an 
infected website.

Synthetic identities

Synthetic identity fraud involves the creation of one or 
more identities using false identity information, typically 
towards establishing an account with a bank and then 
gradually building credit, with a plan to ultimately 
default.  Creating a synthetic identity is often achieved by 
collecting data through social media mining, phishing, and 
data breaches; and then aggregating it into an identity 
designed to avoid detection measures.  One or several 
synthetic identities can be used in interactions with the 

3 See for instance http://www.thepaypers.com/digital-identity-
security-online-fraud/fbi-warns-on-ceo-fraud-with-risk-of-usd-3-billion-
loss/764878-26/abstract

4  See as an example http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabili-
ties---threats/asacub-trojan-converted-to-mobile-banking-weapon/d/d-
id/1324001   

bank without detection more easily using a mobile device, 
particularly with a prepaid SIM/UICC card.

4.3.2 Mobile device level 
Unauthorised physical access to mobile device (T2)

An attacker may obtain physical access to the mobile 
device. According to LATimes, 5 in 2013 more than 12,000 
mobile phones were lost or stolen every day in the US. The 
protection configured on each mobile device is crucial in 
these situations. As an example, an attacker can easily read 
a mobile device with confidential information without 
encrypted. An attacker having access to a mobile device, 
even if only for a limited amount of time, can change the 
settings of the mobile device (e.g., the user preferences) 
or request applications to dump data, load any data or 
load any malicious application on it (e.g., create a hidden 
channel to the attacker).6

Attacks on Secure Element (SE) (T3)

A Secure Element (SE) is a tamper resistant component that 
is used in a mobile device to provide security, confidentiality 
and a multiple application environment. A SE may take 
different forms including a UICC (Universal Integrated 
Circuit Card), a microSD Card, an eSE (Embedded Secure 
Element) or even a SSE (Software Secure Element).  As such, 
it is able to support various business models (see [6]).

For the MFS service, the SE may be an important 
component. This element can be used to store a dedicated 
MFS application, sensitive information (e.g., credentials) for 
the MFS service or for the identification of the customer. It 
is, therefore, very susceptible to attack. 

Well-known attacks to the SE include the so-called side-
channels attacks where an attacker would use different 
ways to, for example, leak the private key of the SE, to 
access the content, by intercepting and analysing the 
statistical behaviour of the temperature of the element or 
by verifying the electromagnetic emanations.

Another attack related to the SIM/UICC is the so-called 
‘swapping’. Hereby an attacker is calling the MNO to request 
a second SIM/UICC for the victim. With this SIM/UICC, the 
attacker might be able to receive sensitive information 
such as mTANs (Mobile Transaction Authorisation Number) 
during an MFS through an SMS intended for the victim.

5  www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-tn-45-million-

smartphones-lost-stolen-2013-20140417-story.html 

6 As an example see http://b0n1.blogspot.dk/2016/02/recent-
mazarbot-targeting-mobilepay-can.html
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4.3.3 APPLICATION LEVEL 
Application modified / analysed in runtime by malware 
(T5)

If a mobile device is already infected with malware7  (e.g. 
by another malicious installed application or an infected 
operation system component/module), depending on the 
user’s privileges, even if the customer’s mobile device has 
the genuine financial application, it can be susceptible to 
attacks. As an example, the malware could be injected into 
the genuine application that might, for instance, result 
into retrieving sensitive data such as customer keys or 
credentials or even change the content that the genuine 
application presents to the customer.

Rather than deploying malware to modify an application, 
an attacker could also directly install the application onto a 
mobile phone or emulator they control, and then manually 
modify the execution of the application. This allows the 
attacker to understand an application. The learnings 
of which could be exploited as a mass attack deployed 
through means such as malware.

An attacker does not always need to modify an application 
to learn its secrets. Simply observing the application 
running through standard development tools such as 
debuggers and memory analysers could also allow the 
attacker to retrieve ‘secret’ information.

To perform these attacks, normally, the attacker has to 
exploit some vulnerability in the system. As an example, 
an attacker could root the victim’s mobile device and then 
install a hidden channel to steal the customer’s credentials. 
Another vulnerability might be caused by mobile remote 
control. If an attacker gains remote access to a victim’s 
mobile device they might be able to bypass some controls 
such as device fingerprinting or geo-location and thus 
steal credentials or customer data.

Another possible threat is the download of a fake or 
modified application. It is an application that from a 
customer’s perspective is similar to the original one, but 
in reality behaves differently in the background (e.g., a 
Trojanised app). This threat is different from those previously 
described  because here, for example, an application can 
be available in the application store with an icon similar to 
the genuine one, or in third party application stores with 
the same icon all with the same interfaces but in reality 
they behave differently. 8  

One way of executing this type of attack would be to 
download the genuine application, unpack it, modify the 
code and then repackage it. To the user, it would appear to 
be behaving as the genuine application (because most of 
it is genuine) but some malicious code would be executed 
in the background. 

7 See for instance https://www.veracode.com/blog/2012/10/
common-malware-types-cybersecurity-101

8 As an example see http://www.bbc.com/news/technol-
ogy-34338362

Hijack genuine application user interface (T6)

Similar to the previous threat, malware on a mobile device 
can for example hijack the user interface. This attack may 
require few privileges since it does not need to access 
the genuine application process information, but can, for 
example, when a victim opens the genuine application, 
present a cloned interface, where it could fool the victim 
into introducing their credentials.

Man-in-the-browser (T7)

The man-in-the-browser threat is a threat that can occur 
when the mobile browser is compromised. The browser 
could be compromised, for example, by tricking the 
customer into installing an application, or by visiting a 
malicious website that exploits a vulnerability. Later, when 
the customer uses the home banking application, even 
though the communication is secured, the information is 
still intercepted before leaving the device. 

Static code analysis (T8)

By making static code analysis, an attacker can retrieve 
information about the application or steal data (e.g. 
cryptographic keys) from the application. This information 
could be critical given that vulnerabilities may be found.

Without access to the original source code, code analysis has 
to be performed by reverse engineering the application.

Applications are often built from “library” components - 
effectively plugging together different software modules 
to make a complete application. If one of those library 
components was lifted out of the application, it could be 
used outside the originally intended context. This could 
allow an attacker to have access to data and services they 
were not meant to have access to.

4.3.4 Communication level
Man-in-the-middle (MiTM) (T9)

Man-in-the-middle are attacks where, as the name implies, 
an attacker is in the middle of the communication between 
the parties independently of the communications type, 
such as remote or proximity interaction (e.g., in an 
NFC communication, an attacker can perform such an 
attack by using a proxy channel between the proximity 
communications).

With these attacks, a customer assumes that he/she is 
interacting directly with the intended component/service, 
but the attacker “in the middle” is eavesdropping or 
changing the information to their benefit.

Typically such an attack could be launched through 
vulnerabilities in the communication protocols used. 
By analysing the communication, an attacker can re-
engineer the protocol. The communication protocol is 
fundamental for any MFS. If an attacker understands how 
the communication protocol works, they can discover and 
exploit its vulnerabilities.
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4.3.5 SERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE LEVEL 
Denial-of-Service (DoS) (T10)

A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is an attempt to make a 
service unavailable to its users for its intended purposes. 
This can be realised in a number of different ways such 
as resetting or exhausting its resources, the bandwidth, 
the processing capacity or the memory. A successful DoS 
attack directly affects the availability of a network system.

From the various forms of attacks, the Distributed Denial-
of-Service (DDoS) is the most dangerous, where multiple 
systems are used to carry out a co-ordinated attack.

Data breach (T11)

Data breaches are the intentional or unintentional release 
of critical information to an untrusted environment.  The 
most common concept of a data breach is an attacker 
hacking into a corporate network to steal sensitive data. 
However, if an unauthorized person views or misuses 
confidential information, that should also be considered as 
a form of data breach. Such breaches typically happen due 
to hacktivism, dissatisfied employees or careless behaviour 
with confidential data.

Compromised servers (T12)

A compromised server at a service provider can be very 
dangerous because it can infect the company itself or 
their customers through data breaches or malfunctioning 
operations. If the service provider is the intended target, 
the attackers can leak sensitive information, impersonate 
the company or even mess with the lifecycle process of the 
operations (e.g. change authorisation parameter settings). 
Therefore, it is very important to maintain every single 
service and machine at a service provider with proper 
security, with special attention to the ones that are exposed 
to the internet. 

Like any secure service the operation lifetime of the service 
is very important, but the initialisation and termination 
phase of the equipment are of extreme importance as well 
(e.g., if a server processes payment card numbers during 
its service, it is important to have a secure data wiping 
methodology to guarantee that nobody can recover 
sensitive data from an ‘old server left in the trash’).

4.4 VULNERABILITIES
In the context of this document, a vulnerability is related 
to a flaw or weakness in the design or implementation of 
the MFS that can be exploited by threats (intentionally or 
unintentionally) to adversely affect an asset or group of 
assets.

• Lack or weakness in the MFS transaction security (e.g., 
poor identification/authentication and transaction 
protection)

• Lack or weakness in the protection or security of the 
MFS (in both phases) at the different stakeholders 
involved

• Lack or weakness of mobile device user interface 
trustworthiness

• Lack or weakness of protection of computing 
environment in mobile devic

• Lack or weakness in the registration of the customer 
and provisioning of the MFS to his/her mobile devic

• Lack or weakness of external communication 
protection of mobile device

• Lack or weakness of physical protection of mobile 
devic

• Lack of security awareness by different stakeholders.

4.5 RISK ANALYSIS 
In the previous sections, the fundamental assets, threats 
and vulnerabilities for the MFS have been identified. In this 
section, the identified threats are characterised in terms of 
both ‘likelihood’ and ‘impact’. For each of them, three risk 
levels are defined below.

Likelihood:

• Low 

Attacks against targets are a low priority for attackers and 
they would be reluctant to take the risks or effort to achieve 
the reward, and/or the attackers have little capability to 
conduct a successful attack.

• Moderate 

Attackers would very much like to obtain information but 
either they lack the capability to mount an attack and/or 
the risks and effort are perceived to outweigh the benefits, 
or, attackers have some capabilities to mount an attack to 
obtain information that they use occasionally.

• Significant 

Attackers have capabilities to mount a successful attack 
against information, and this information or any other 
identity-based information is a prized asset for them, and/
or Attackers are targeting customers indiscriminately on a 
regular basis.

Impact:

• Low 

The overall losses are minimal, and/or the security of 
the business channel retains high customer and other 
stakeholder’s confidence.

• Medium 

The overall losses are moderate but sustainable, and/or the 
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level of security of the business channel and the impact on customers is of concern to the media and other stakeholders.

• High 

The overall losses are high and of concern to the financial industry, and/or The security of the business channel is perceived 
as being compromised and a major concern for stakeholders, and/or customers lack confidence in the business channel 
and there is strong evidence that they are stopping the use of the channel, or migrating to other channels.

Threat T1: Customer impersonation

Likelihood

Significant
Justification: Social engineering and phishing in an attempt to acquire sensitive information 
such as user names, passwords and customer credentials have become one of the most im-
portant attacks related to internet payments over the last years. 
During a MFS, at a specific moment, the customer will be requested for an identification / 
authentication by the MFS provider or its agent (e.g. the MFS application on the mobile de-
vice). The success probability and, therefore, the likelihood of such an attack depends on the 
customer identification / authentication means adopted by the MFS provider . 10

Impact

Medium to High
Justification: The attacker can initiate a MFS (e.g. mobile banking, mobile payment) and there-
fore acquire services resulting in the customer being debited. In addition, the reputation of 
the MFS provider and brand value may be affected.

Threat T2: Unauthorised physical access to mobile 
device

Likelihood

Low
Justification: It is unlikely that someone will “borrow” a mobile phone while this is not 
being known or quite quickly detected by the genuine holder. Moreover, if a mobile phone 
is lost or stolen, the misuse of it is often more limited due to some characteristics of the 
mobile phone (e.g., customer identification / authentication via mobile phone). 

Impact
Low
Justification: Typically with this type of attack only one customer is affected with very often 
a limited time window to act.

Table 2:  T1 - Customer impersonation – Risk analysis 

Table 3: T2 - Unauthorised physical access to mobile device – Risk analysis 

10 See for instance http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/apple-pay-fraudsters-exploit-authentication-a-7967
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Threat T3: Attacks on Secure Element (SE)

Likelihood

Low
Justification: There is a need for specialised skills from the attacker and dedicated equipment 
to be able to launch this attack in case of hardware SEs while this dedicated equipment is not 
needed for software-based SEs. 

Impact

High
Justification: : If an attacker is able to launch an attack on an SE and to retrieve information on the 
MFS application, often multiple customers or even a specific MFS product may be affected which 
potentially may be leading to fraud.

Threat T4: Attacks on Operating system (OS)

Likelihood

Moderate
Justification: There is a need for specialized skills from the attacker to be able to launch this 
attack.  However, this is no longer valid if the mobile device is jailbroken / rooted.

Impact
High
Justification: If an attacker is able to launch such an attack it will typically impact a large 
customer base

Threat T5: Genuine application modified / analysed in 
runtime by malware

Likelihood

Significant
Justification: 
• In general, mobile devices can easily be attacked by malware. Mobile device malware 

is getting more and more widespread and with the introduction of MFS there is 
certainly an increasing interest from the attackers.

• The introduction of popular mobile devices (e.g., smart phones) with downloadable 
applications creates an exposure to having a web-based attack that might potentially 
target every user.

• With the introduction of smart phones, the business focus on usability and 
convenience creates potentially a vulnerable platform.  Also the introduction of open 
platforms on smart phones is increasing the vulnerability.

Impact

Low-High
Justification: Depending on the type of assets targeted by the malware attack, the impact 
could range from low to high.
Depending on the type of attack, it could impact a single customer or a wider customer 
base.

Table 4: T3 - Attacks on Secure Element – Risk analysis 

Table 5: T4 - Attacks on Secure Element – Risk analysis 

Table 6: T5 – Genuine application modified / analysed in runtime by malware - Risk analysis
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Threat T6: Hijack genuine application user interface

Likelihood
Low to Moderate
Justification: Typically this type of attack is undetected by the customer as the look-and-feel is 
similar to the genuine app. The skills needed by the attacker are moderate.

Impact

Medium to High
Justification: The attacker can initiate a MFS (e.g. mobile banking, mobile payment) and therefore 
acquire services resulting in the customer being debited. In addition, the reputation of the MFS 
provider and brand value may be affected.

Threat T7: Man-in-the-browser

Likelihood
Moderate
Justification: Typically this type of attack is undetected by the customer as the look-and-feel is 
similar to the genuine app. The skills needed by the attacker are moderate.

Impact

Medium
Justification: The attacker can initiate a MFS (e.g. mobile banking, mobile payment) and 
therefore acquire services resulting in the customer being debited. In addition, the reputation 
of the MFS provider and brand value may be affected.

Threat T8: Static code analysis

Likelihood
Moderate - Significant
Justification: : This is often a preliminary attack of which the results are used to launch other 
attacks listed such as modification of application, etc.

Impact
Low
Justification: : Often the impact of this attack only is limited but the impact of the 
subsequent attacks using the results may be high.

Table 7: T6 – Hijack genuine application user interface   

Table 8: T7 – Man-in-the-browser – Risk analysis    

Table 9: T8 – Static code analysis – Risk analysis  
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Threat T9: Man-in-the-middle (MiTM)

Likelihood Moderate
Justification: Moderate because of dedicated protection measures implemented.

Impact

Low to High
Justification:  Due to the increasing effort for strong customer authentication with dynamic and 
multiple factors the effort of attackers breaking in the communication infrastructure is expected 
to increase from currently medium. Particularly the opportunities for new social engineering 
attacks make it worthwhile for attackers to undertake MiTM attacks.

Threat T10: Denial-of-Service (DoS)

Likelihood

Moderate to Significant
Justification: DoS attacks have been an increasing risk but until recent years the probability 
of occurrence was relatively low. However, various reports 11 show that more in particular 
distributed DoS have grown now in volume and frequency.

Impact

Medium
Justification: The potential impact of a DoS attack is two-fold. It may result in a temporary 
unavailability of a service provider (e.g., an MFS provider) that could potentially lead to a kind 
of blackmailing by the attacker but may also result in a potential increase in successful fraud 
attempts (e.g., due to the strong focus on re-establishing the service and distraction of fraud 
monitoring). In addition there may be also reputational impacts for the MFS providers.

Threat T11: Data breach

Likelihood
Moderate
Justification: Attacking servers where vast information on MFS are stored are an attractive 
target for attackers who have also proven to be more professionalised during recent years.

Impact
High
Justification: Data breaches on servers of providers have proven to have a major impact 
during the last decades (e.g., in the card payment value chain).

Table 10: T9 – Man-in-the-middle – Risk analysis  

Table 11: T10 – Denial-of-Service (DoS) – Risk analysis    

Table 12: T11 – Data breach – Risk analysis    

11   See for instance http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/ddos-in-2016-are-you-prepared-a-8785/op-1
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Threat T12: Compromised servers

Likelihood

Low to Moderate
Justification: Usually this is low due to the secure environment under direct control of the MFS 
provider or other service providers involved in the MFS value chain and their trained staff. But 
with new players in the MFS ecosystem the likelihood will only remain low as long as the same 
security baselines are applied. 

Impact High
Justification: Typically, it concerns a single point of attack impacting a large range customer base.

Table 13: T12 – Compromised servers – Risk analysis

4.6 CONSOLIDATED RISK EVALUATION
The final risk level is derived from multiplying the quantitative values of likelihood and impact for each of the threats 
identified. The risk level is evaluated by first translating the values ‘Low’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘Significant’ assigned to Likelihood 
and the values ‘Low’, ‘Medium’ and ‘High’ assigned to Impact into numeric values (1, 2 and 3) respectively.

ID Name Likelihood 
(L)

Impact
(I)

Risk Level 
(L × I)

T1 Customer impersonation 3 2-3 6-9

T2 Unauthorised physical access to mobile device 1 1 1

T3 Attacks on Secure Element 1 3 3

T4 Attacks on operating System 2 3 6

T5 Genuine application modified / analysed in runtime by malware 3 1-3 3-9

T6 Hijack genuine application user interface 1-2 2-3 2-6

T7 Man-in-the-browser 2 2 4

T8 Static code analysis 2-3 1 2-3

T9 Man-in-the-middle 2 2-3 4-6

T10 Denial-of-Service (DoS) 2-3 2 4-6

T11 Data breach 2 3 6

T12 Compromised servers 1-2 3 3-6

Table 14: Overview risk evaluation
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Financial Institutions operate in an increasingly complex 
mobile ecosystem, developing applications for multiple 
(versions of ) operating systems, and many flavours of 
mobile devices. Customer adoption of mobile financial 
services (MFS) is increasing rapidly. In many cases, these 
are now some of the most popular services available via a 
mobile device. It is therefore only to be expected that these 
services, together with the mobile platforms that deliver 
them, will attract ever greater attention by criminals. The 
increase in adoption, together with the possible financial 
gain is proving to be an attractive draw for fraudsters 
everywhere.

Financial institutions must acquire specialist knowledge 
about the different security threats to be able to 
implement proper risk mitigation measures. They must 
also, however, maintain a delicate balance between user 
convenience and security. 12

Threats to the mobile device cannot be considered 
in isolation. A modern smart phone is the ‘user facing 
component’ of a much wider ecosystem of app stores, 

services and content providers. This interconnectivity 
exposes the mobile device and its applications to increased 
risks.

The architecture of the mobile device OS leads to specific 
security threats. Particularly, Android stands out from 
the others (Apple iOS, Windows Phone). It is dependent 
on a Java "virtual machine" to run native applications 
coded in Java. This is necessary due to the open nature 
of Android, requiring applications to be run on different 
hardware platforms. 

One of the highest risks still resides with the end user, 
the customer. Social engineering and phishing are often 
means used by criminals to gain information in order to 
launch subsequent attacks leading to fraud. Impersonation 
of the customer may happen during the registration for or 
installation of an MFS or during the MFS transaction itself. 

Mobey Forum will develop a second part to this document, 
aiming to provide guidance to Financial Institutions on 
mitigation measures and best practices to reduce the risks 
identified in Table 15. 

12     This remains a main challenge for financial institutions 
offering MFS, see for instance http://blog.ioactive.com/2015/12/
by-ariel-sanchez-two-years-ago-idecided.html?m=1

It should further be noted that these threats should not be regarded as independent risks since many attacks launched often appear 
as a combination of different threat vectors.  
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APPENDIX B: TERMINOLOGY

Term Definition

Acquirer An institution having contracted with the merchant/payee in order to process the payment 
transaction data and transmit onwards in the payment system.

Application A set of program modules (application software) and/or data (application data) needed to 
provide functionality for a service (e.g., MFS application).

Authentication The provision of assurance of the claimed identity of an entity or of data origin.

Barcode Optical machine-readable representation of data. Barcodes include QR codes (ISO/IEC 
18004), Data Matrix (ISO/IEC 16022) and MaxCode (ISO/IEC 16023).

Consumer A person using a mobile device to purchase goods or services and who is acting for 
purposes other than trade, business or profession.

Consumer Verification 
Method (CVM) A method for checking that a consumer is the one claimed. 

Contactless Technology

A radio frequency technology operating at very short ranges so that the user has to 
perform a voluntary gesture in order that a communication is initiated between two 
devices by approaching them. It is a mobile payment acceptance technology at a POI 
device that is based on ISO/IEC 14443.

Credit transfer A payment initiated by the payer which results in transferring an amount of money from a 
payer's account to a payee's account

Customer A person or business that has contracted with an MFS provider in order to use mobile 
financial services.

Credential(s) Data provided by an MFS provider to their customer for identification / authentication 
purposes.

Direct debit
A payment initiated by the payee which results in transferring an amount of money from a 
payer's account to a payee's account. A direct debit is usually pre-authorised in the form of 
a mandate between the payer and the payee.

Electronic money
An electronically stored monetary value measured in currency and stored on a device, such 
as a mobile device, or at a remote server which can be purchased by a consumer and used 
for payment

Financial Institution An entity authorised to provide financial services under the applicable regulation(s).

Host Card Emulation 
(HCE)

An implementation of mobile contactless payments where the payment application is held 
in the mobile device host.

Know Your Customer 
(KYC)

The process to verify the identity of a customer in order to prevent financial crime, money 
laundering and terrorism financing

Merchant A business that accepts mobile payments for the goods or services purchased by a 
consumer.

Mobile banking The access to and execution of online banking services through a mobile device.

Mobile card payment A mobile payment using card payment credentials and a card infrastructure for 
authorization and settlement.

Mobile code An authentication credential used as CVM and entered via the mobile device

Mobile Contactless 
Payment (MCP)

A mobile proximity payment where the payer and the payee communicate directly using 
contactless technologies.

Mobile device
Personal device with mobile communication capabilities such as a telecom network 
connection, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth … which offers connections to internet. Examples of mobile 
devices include mobile phones, smart phones, tablets. 
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Term Definition

Mobile Financial  
Service (MFS)

Financial service made available by software/hardware through a mobile device (e.g., 
mobile payment, mobile banking, etc.).

MFS provider An institution which has contracted with the customer and which is responsible for 
providing the MFS to that customer.

Mobile Network 
Operator (MNO)

A mobile telecommunication operator that provides a range of mobile communication 
services, including over the air connectivity.

Mobile payment A payment involving a mobile device and using a payment instrument and associated 
infrastructure.

Mobile Proximity 
Payment (MPP)

A mobile payment where the consumer and the merchant (and/or their equipment) are 
in the same location and where the communication between the mobile device and the 
POI device takes place through a proximity technology (e.g., contactless including NFC, 
2D barcodes, BLE, etc.). Mobile proximity payments include but are not limited to mobile 
contactless payments. 

Mobile Remote 
Payment (MRP)

A mobile payment whereby the transaction is conducted over a mobile communication 
network and which can be made independently from the payee’s location (and/or their 
equipment).

Mobile service A service accessed through a mobile device.

Near Field 
Communication (NFC)

A contactless communication interface and protocol specified by ISO/IEC 18092 and ISO/
IEC 21481.

Over The Air (OTA) Data channel operated by an MNO for the remote management of components resident in 
the mobile device.

Payee A person or legal entity who is the intended recipient of funds that have been the subject 
of a payment transaction.

Payer A person or legal entity who authorizes a payment transaction.

Payment gateway A service located on a distant server for the acceptance of mobile remote payments.

Payment transaction An act of placing, transferring or withdrawing funds, irrespective of any underlying 
obligations between the payer and the payee.

Point of Interaction 
(POI) device

A device in the merchant’s environment that is used for the acceptance of mobile 
payments. Examples include POS, vending machine, ATM for mobile proximity payments 
and payment gateway for mobile remote payments. 

Remittance Transfer of an amount of money between two persons.

Secure Element (SE)

A certified tamper-resistant platform (device or component) capable of securely hosting 
applications and their confidential and cryptographic data (e.g., key management) in 
accordance with the rules and security requirements set forth by a set of well-identified 
trusted authorities. Examples include universal integrated circuit cards (UICC), embedded 
secure elements, chip cards and secure digital cards.

SE provider An entity which owns the original access rights to the SE.

Secure environment

A system that implements the controlled storage and processing of information in order 
to protect personal and/or confidential data. In the context of MFS it may be located in the 
mobile device, such as a secure element, a trusted execution environment or software with 
supplementary security controls, or in a remote secured server.

Secured Server A secure environment located on a server. 

Security controls
Management, operational, and technical controls (i.e. safeguards or countermeasures) 
prescribed for an information system to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of the system and its information.

Short Message Service 
(SMS)

A service that enables a mobile phone or a server to send messages of limited length to 
one or several mobile phone(s).
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Term Definition

Strong authentication Authentication procedure using a minimum of two independent (from a security point of 
view) authentication mechanisms, with at least one of them being dynamic.

Third Party A party who is not one of the main parties involved in a transaction.

Trusted Execution 
Environment (TEE)

An execution environment (as defined by Global Platform) that runs alongside, but isolated 
from a main operating system. A TEE has security capabilities and meets certain security-
related requirements: it protects TEE assets from general software attacks, defines rigid 
safeguards as to data and functions that a program can access, and resists a set of defined 
threats.

Trusted Service 
Manager

A trusted third party acting on behalf of the secure environment provider and/or the MFS 
provider in order to perform the provisioning and management of the MFS application.

Trusted Third Party 
(TTP) A third party trusted by other entities with respect to security related services.

User Interface (UI) An application enabling the user interactions. 

Virtual Machine
An emulation of a particular computer system. Virtual machines operate based on 
the computer architecture and functions of a real or hypothetical computer, and their 
implementations may involve specialised hardware, software, or a combination thereof.
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APPENDIX C: ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation Term

ART Android Runtime

ATM Automated Teller machine

2D barcode Two dimensional barcode

BLE Bluetooth Low Energy

CVM Consumer Verification Method

FI Financial Institution

HCE Host Card Emulation

HSM Hardware Security Module

ISO International Organisation for Standardisation

KYC Know Your Customer

MCP Mobile Contactless Payment

MFS Mobile Financial Service

MNO Mobile Network Operator

MPP Mobile Proximity Payment

MRP Mobile Remote Payment

NFC Near-Field Communications

OS Operating System

OTA Over the Air

OTP One Time Password

POI Point of Interaction

POS Point of Sale

QR code Quick Response code

SE Secure Element

SMS Short Message Service 

TEE Trusted Execution Environment

TSM Trusted Service Manager

TTP Trusted Third Party

UI User Interface

UICC Universal Integrated Circuit Card
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APPENDIX D: INFORMATION SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS ISO/IEC 27005

The risk management process consists of the following steps:
• Context Establishment – necessary to identify and delimit the scope and boundaries of the assessment;
• Risk Assessment – evaluation of the level and types of risks that the model is subject to;
• Risk Treatment – identification of the security measures for each of the roles and flows between them;
• Risk Acceptance – acceptance of the security requirements based on the residual risk of the model after applying 

the identified security measures.

 Figure 1 – Information security risk management process based on ISO/IEC 27005
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APPENDIX E: THREATS OVERVIEW

Figure 2 – Threats Mind Map (1)

Figure 3 – Threats Mind Map (2)
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